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: Artistic Team

Costumes: Liel Milshtein

Creation, Stage Director and Lighting Designer: Uri

Set Design: Bambi Friedman Masks and

Morag C horeographer: Itzik Galili

Puppets: Elite Weber
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Character/Performer:
Man - Itzik Gabai Woman Nophar Levinger Spirit Olivia court-Mesa

Musicians:
Nadav Rubinstein
Asaf Roth
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Synopsis
"REFLECTIONS" tells the story of a complex relationship of a Man a Woman and
a Spirit. The three characters get involved in a mystical triangle of passion, love
and disillusion. In this visual show feelings are spoken through dance, lighting, live
music, multimedia and puppetry.

The show opens with a tilted bed reflecting the complex relationship of the
couple. One night the Man, disturbed by his dreams, wakes up and sees the Spirit
of a woman reflected in his mirror: is it real or just imagination? The Spirit starts
interfering in the couple's life and manipulates the relationship creating emotional
turmoil which unfolds in the most varied and surprising ways.
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Scenes
Sc 1- "Prologue": Soaring through a dream.
Sc 2- "Bed Duet"
Sc 3- "Two-way Mirror"
Sc 4- "Woman Solo"
Sc 5- "Self-destructive Embracing"

Sc 6- "Faraway Memory-Dolls Movie"
Sc 7- "Tango Duet"
Sc 8- "Flying Lamps"
Sc 9- "Hands of Light"
Sc 10- "Epilogue"
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Press Review
• “A unique and unusual project in the dance world” (Rikudibur)
• "Without any speech throughout the short fifty-five minutes that is lasts,
this show is able to tell the story through the interaction between dance and
multimedia, and does it in a way that is worth more than thousands of words"
Chen Weixin (Hong Kong veteran theater critic)

• “Exceptional, a sophisticated choreography with a new age stage design”
(Dance in Israel)
• "One of the standouts so far in Suzanne Dellal was Yoram Karmi and Uri
Morag's REFLECTIONS with its brilliant use of swinging lamps illuminating
projections and clever choreography involving innovative sets" (Jerusalem Post)
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Uri Morag - Creator, Stage Director and Lighting Designer
Stage Director and Lighting Designer.
Born in Israel, Uri Morag graduated in 1996 in Drama and Production
at the Seminar Kibbutzim. Since then he has worked in all Israeli
venues and festivals from Musicals to Opera, Drama, Dance,
Multidisciplinary Performances, Architectural Designs, Cinema,

As Stage Director conceived and wrote the play Good Intentions in 1998, directed
and designed the lights for the The Trap of Freedom for Acco Festival in 2002 and
conceived, directed and designed the lights for Reflections for the Israel Festival in
2009. He has been awarded Lighting Designer of the Year 2016, by the Fringe
Awards and Lighting Designer of the Years 2008, 2009 and 2015, by the Children
and Youth Awards.
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Itzik Galili- Choreographer
Born 1961 in Tel Aviv,is an Israeli choreographer,After
having been member of the Bat Sheva Dance Company
and Bat Dor Dance Company in his country,he moved to
the Netherlands in 1991,where he founded is own
company
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Nadav Rubinstein - Composer

Bambi Friedman - Set Designer

Born in Israel in 1967, Nadav Rubinstein is a pianist, keyboardist,
orchestrator and composer.
Nadav writes musical scores for the repertory theaters in Israel, and
for various productions at acting schools. Among his educational
activities, he runs the Music course at the Art High school for Youth
at Risk – Muzot. For 25 years, he played with the percussionist Chen Zimbalista in
concerts, festivals and recordings around the world; He is a member of the
Sheketak band.

Bambi Friedman is a designer of scenery and lighting in all Israelis
theatres. Bambi has a B.A. and M.F.A. degrees in Stage Design studies
from the Department of Theatre Arts, Faculty of the Arts, Tel Aviv
University, Israel. Since 1998 he teaches different subjects of design
for theatre at the Department of Theatre Arts in Tel Aviv university.
Bambi has designed stage and lighting for many productions, in all Israelis' main
theatres, for the opera and for Ballet. Bambi also design sets for television and he is
holding studio for designing commercial spaces, exhibitions and events.
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Nophar Levinger - Actor and Dancer
Actress, Dancer, Theacher, Choreographer. Graduated from the
Jerusalem Academy of music & dance, and Move acting studio in Tel
Aviv. Former dancer at Fresco Dance Company and KCDC. Teaching
contemporary dance and lyrical jazz, as well as
choreography workshops around the country. Performing at the
Cameri Theatre in "A chorus line" and "Funny girl", and at The National Youth Theatre.

Olivia Court Mesa - Dancer
Born in Santiago de Chile in 1980, and moved to Europe at the
age of 17. She danced for Guy Weizman & Roni Haver, Martin
Stiefermann, Marco Santi, Luc Dunberry, Vera Sander and the
Oldenburg and Osnabruck Theaters dance companies. She also
choreographed pieces supported by the Goethe Institut and
Dock11/Berlin. Her last piece was part of "Intima Dance 2012" in Tel Aviv, Israel.
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Elit Veber - Puppeteer, Director and Scenographer
Born in 1972, Israel. Graduated with distinction the School of Visual
Theatre Jerusalem, ‘95-‘99. Created several performances combining
contemporary puppetry and other media such as storytelling, dance
and other. Performed her shows in Israel and abroad and won
numerous prizes in Israel and Europe.

Itzik Gabai - Actor and Dancer
Born in Israel, Itzik Gabai graduated from the Yoram Levinstein
studio of acting. He has appeared in television series, movies,
theatre, music videos, and commercials.
In the past ten years he has been dancing, creating, and performing
in Israel and around the world in the contemporary dance field,
especially with "Tami" - Nimrod Freed’s Dance Company.
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Watch the full show and more
Full Show: https://goo.gl/hTK4VW
Trailer: https://goo.gl/QvckVp
Gallery: www.urimorag.com/Gallery/MULTIMEDIA.aspx
Technical Rider -
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Contact Us
Uri Morag
E-mail: moraguri5@gmail.com Phone No.
+972-52-326-9230 Website:
www.urimorag.com
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